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Regional governments are going to reach out to Israel anyway, so why not take advantage of this activity to help the Palestinians and encourage Jerusalem toward constructive moves?

Many critics took the narrow view that President Biden’s recent trip failed to secure any announced increase in oil production or make any progress between Israelis and Palestinians. However, critics missed that Biden sees the region differently. In speaking to Arab leaders of nine states in Jedda, he said, “We will operate in the context of the Middle East as it is today: a region more united than it has been in years...Increasingly, the world is seeing the Mideast through the lens of opening and opportunity.” The new reality in the region—providing economic cooperation between Arabs and Israel—means Biden understood there is a new paradigm for peace-making...

Read the full article on the Hill website. (https://thehill.com/opinion/international/3582492-a-path-to-peace-from-bidens-trip-how-the-arab-state-can-help/)
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